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Abstract: In this study, the authors discuss a robust and efficient technique for rapid design of compact couplers. The
approach exploits two-level space mapping (SM) correction of an equivalent circuit model of the coupler structure
under design. The first SM layer (local correction) is utilised to ensure good matching between the equivalent circuit
and the electromagnetic model at the component level. Subsequent global correction allows for accounting the
electromagnetic couplings between the components. The important advantage of two-level model correction is that
small number of parameter is utilised at each stage, which substantially simplifies and speeds up the parameters
extraction procedure. Another advantage is that the local-global SM results in considerably better generalisation
capability of the surrogate model (as compared to conventional SM). This leads to improved reliability of the
optimisation process and its reduced computational cost. The proposed technique is validated using an example of
two compact microstrip rat-race couplers and compared with other surrogate-based optimisation techniques.
1 Introduction

Miniaturisation of microwave/RF section plays a significant role in
the design process of contemporary communication systems. The
main difficulty lies in miniaturisation of passive components
because of the proportionality relation between their dimensions
and the operating frequency. Miniaturisation of rat-race couplers
(RRC) is especially important as they have a wide range of
applications [1] and, at the same time, they are characterised by
considerable footprint. In particular, a circumference of a
conventional RRC is about 1.5 of the wavelength.

Various techniques for RRC miniaturisation have been presented
in the literature; however, an implementation of slow-wave resonant
structures (SWRS) may be considered as a dominant one. The
replacement of a coupler sections with their corresponding SWRS
significantly increase the phase velocity that allows achieving
considerable footprint reduction together with a single layer
topology [2, 3]. Moreover, the use of SWRSs results in enhanced
circuit functionality, for example, by attenuation of unwanted
harmonic frequencies [3, 4]. The SWRS is usually designed as a
combination of high- and low-impedance transmission lines [2, 5].
Consequently, it can be shaped as required to maximally utilise
the interior area of the coupler. On the other hand, utilisation of
SWRS cells within the coupler introduces complex and
multi-variable topologies, which significantly complicates its
design [4, 6]. Accurate performance evaluation of such
densely-packed layouts can only be realised through high-fidelity
electromagnetic simulations, which is computationally expensive.

Conventional design techniques utilise knowledge-driven design
refinement using repetitive parameter-sweeps [6, 7]. This is a time
consuming process, which can simultaneously handle only a few
design parameters, and, therefore it cannot lead to a genuinely
optimum design. Thus, automated numerical optimisation might be
the only way for determining optimum dimensions for complex
couplers. Unfortunately, direct optimisation using gradient-based
[8] or derivative-free [9] algorithms is hindered for such structures
because of high computational cost of single EM simulation of the
structure but also, even more importantly, because of large number
of such simulations required by conventional optimisation
techniques.
The difficulties related to high optimisation cost may be partially
alleviated using surrogate-based optimisation (SBO) techniques
[10]. In SBO, the optimisation burden is shifted to a
computationally cheap surrogate model that is iteratively refined in
a prediction-correction loop. The surrogate may be constructed
from approximation of sampled data acquired from EM-based
model [11], or through appropriate correction of an auxiliary
low-fidelity model [12]. On the other hand, straightforward
application of SBO algorithms such as implicit space mapping
(ISM) [13] or sequential space mapping (SSM) [5] for
optimisation of compact circuits may not lead to satisfactory
results because of complex geometry relations between their
individual segments, considerable EM couplings between the cells
(not accounted for by equivalent circuit models) leading to poor
generalisation of the SM surrogates, as well as by inconvenient
manual setup. Utilisation of the aforementioned techniques is
especially troublesome if considerable number of parameters have
to be accounted for.

In this paper, we introduce a novel local-global space mapping
(LGSM) technique, where in a contrary to ISM and SSM the
surrogate model is corrected in a two-level framework. Initially,
the refinement is carried out at a single component level (local
SM). The corrected components are subsequently used at a
structure level to form miniaturised coupler design. At this level,
the structure dimensions are optimised, and correction is carried
out at a structure level (global SM). This leads to excellent
generalisation capability of the surrogate, significant reduction of
the SM model parameters, and, consequently, more reliable and
faster design as demonstrated using two exemplary RRC
structures. The method proposed has been also compared with
both ISM and SSM indicated its advantages in attempts of
designing compact microwave structures. Experimental validation
of the technique is also provided.
2 Design of compact microwave rat-race couplers

The techniques for a conventional rat-race coupler design are well
founded (see e.g. [1]), unfortunately, they are usually not
applicable for miniaturised structures. This is mostly the effect of
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simple geometrical relations within a classical circuit that constitute
its transmission properties (conventional equal-split RRC is
composed of six distributed line sections of 90° electrical length
and equal impedance of 70.7 Ω). On the other hand, the design of
miniaturised couplers requires substantial effort towards
determination of sufficient abbreviations that may be utilised as
substitutions of conventional RRC sections. The primary goal is to
reduce the length of the distributed line while preserving its
electrical properties and, as a consequence, to reduce the overall
footprint of a coupler. To date, a number of techniques for hybrid
coupler miniaturisation including: multilayer realisations (e.g. [14,
15]), utilisation of a lumped components (e.g. [16, 17]), or
implementation of SWRS [18, 19] have been proposed. SWRS are
particularly attractive for RRC miniaturisation because of
single-layer design [3, 19] high miniaturisation rate in comparison
with conventional circuits [5, 6] and low-fabrication cost, to name
just a few.

Unfortunately, lack of universal strategies for determining of
SWRS component topology significantly hinders their utilisation
for the design of compact couplers. Nonetheless, two major
approaches for the design of RRC composed of SWRSs are
available: (i) experience-based design of the entire structure [20]
and (ii) decomposition of a conventional (reference) circuit and
substitution of its sections with their corresponding SWRS
components [5]. The former technique allows for a construction of
novel designs with unusual properties (both geometry- and
performance-wise), yet their performance strongly depend on
engineering experience. For that reason, the method is prone to
failure even if relatively simple designs with only a few
independent design variables are considered [21]. The former
approach provides initial simplification of the SWRS construction
step, as it only needs to mimic the behaviour of a transmission line
section of a conventional RRC. Although coupler decomposition
and its subsequent reconstruction with SWRS components is a
clearly manual step, the risk of design failure in such a scheme is
alleviated by a very simple topology of an RRC. Furthermore, a
variety of SWRS topologies that may be utilised to mimic the
behaviour of conventional transmission lines as well as methods
for assessment of the best SWRS realisations for the requirements
are already provided in literature (e.g. in [3–5]), which turns the
method attractive even for less experienced engineers.

The general flow for the design of a compact RRC based on
substitution of decomposed sections of a conventional structure
with their corresponding SWRS components may be summarised
as follows:

1. Define design specification of a RRC.
2. Design conventional circuit.
3. Decompose coupler into sections that may be substituted with
respective perforations.
4. Substitute decomposed sections with suitable SWRS
components.
5. Optimise compact circuit to meet design specifications.

The optimisation step significantly influences the overall
computational cost of a design process. In this work, we propose a
reliable and low-cost design optimisation methodology that
exploits a SBO scheme discussed in Section 3. Miniaturisation
techniques based on circuit decomposition into transmission
lines and their replacement with SWRS components are well
established in literature (e.g. [3–5]) thus we omit their detailed
description here.
3 Methodology

In this section, we briefly introduce the optimisation concept of a
compact couplers constituted by SWRS components. We also
formulate an optimisation problem regarded to miniaturised RRC.
Moreover we introduce SBO scheme and the LGSM optimisation
approach.
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3.1 Problem formulation

In general, the optimisation problem of a compact RRC may be
formulated as a following non-linear minimisation task

x∗ = argmin
x

U (Rf (x)) (1)

where Rf (x) is a response vector of a high-fidelity EM model of the
coupler. The vector x denotes a set of independent design variables
of a circuit under consideration, whereas U is a scalar merit function
(e.g. minimax with lower and upper specifications). Normally,
problem (1) is constrained with lower and upper bounds for the
designable parameters, as well as other constraints, for example,
those ensuring geometry relations between individual cells of the
structure. For microwave couplers U usually accounts for
S-parameters [4], desired coupling level [25], phase difference
between selected ports (both accounted for the given operating
frequency) [6], or overall footprint of a circuit [18].

3.2 Surrogate-based optimisation

The computational cost of a high-fidelity Rf model evaluation is too
high to attempt solving (1) directly. This is because conventional
algorithms [8, 9] require a considerable amount of objective
function (and consequently high-fidelity model) evaluations to
converge to an optimum solution. The difficulties related to
CPU-expensive optimisation may be alleviated by replacing the
high-fidelity model Rf with a low-fidelity model Rc, for example,
in the form of a suitably corrected circuit representation of the
respective structure. Formally, the SBO algorithm can be
represented using the following iterative procedure [22]

x(i+1) = argmin
x

U (R(i)
s (x)) (2)

that generates approximate solutions x (i) (i = 0, 1, …) to the original
problem (1). The surrogate at iteration i, R(i)

s , is constructed from the
low-fidelity model. Typically, surrogate construction aims at
ensuring sufficient matching between R(i)

s and Rf, at least at and in
the vicinity of the current design x (i). Model alignment is normally
realised by means of a so-called parameter extraction (PE), which
is a non-linear minimisation problem by itself [10]. From the
computational efficiency standpoint, it is advantageous to create
surrogate models by correcting an underlying low-fidelity model
(typically, an equivalent circuit). This is because the knowledge
about the structure under design embedded in the Rc model
usually leads to a fast convergence of the algorithm (2).

A well working SBO algorithm requires only a few iterations to
find a satisfactory solution. Also, the high-fidelity model is
typically evaluated only once per iteration [22]. Both factors
contribute to the overall low optimisation cost compared with
conventional methods.

Several SBO approaches including space mapping [10], manifold
mapping [23], or shape preserving response prediction [24], are
available for solving microwave and antenna design problems. On
the other hand, application of SBO scheme for the design of a
compact RRC structure with a complex topology is a challenging
task. As mentioned before, the reason is relatively large number of
independent design parameters that have to be accounted during
optimisation as well as problems with accounting for couplings
between respective SWRS components within a circuit. Moreover,
complex design also introduces difficulties with PE [4]. Additional
problem is poor generalisation capability of the SBO model, which
is a consequence of performing PE only for a single (normally, the
most recent) iteration point. In such a scheme, Rs fits the responses
of Rf only within a close proximity with current design solution.
Another issue is that the most advantageous selection of surrogate
model parameters as well as low-fidelity model correction schemes
are unknown beforehand (which is a known drawback of
especially space mapping technology); both problems lead to
possible unbalance between approximation and generalisation
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capability of the surrogate, which, in turn, affect convergence
properties of the SBO scheme and even its very ability to identify
an optimum structure geometry and dimensions.

Difficulties related to SBO performance may be addressed by the
utilisation of a LGSM methodology explained in Section 3.3. For
more detailed explanation of SBO and construction of a surrogate
model using circuit representation, see for example, [5, 12, 13].
3.3 Local-global space mapping

The proposed LGSM approach utilises SM correction at two
different levels of the coupler structure. The first (local) layer is
applied at the level of SWRS component (a so-called inner level
model), whereas the second (global) layer is applied at the level of
Fig. 1 Concept of local-global space-mapping (LGSM)

a High-fidelity (EM)
b Low-fidelity (circuit)
c Inner layer surrogate model of an exemplary SWRS component
A vector y stands for inner layer design variables of SWRS, whereas p* denotes parameters u
d A high-fidelity model of an exemplary coupler composed of EM models of SWRS compon
e The outer layer surrogate model constructed using interconnected inner layer surrogate mod
Vector x is a concatenation of vectors y (here x = [y1, y2]

T), whereas P is a vector of perturbat
Here, only one SWRS is utilised for a construction of RRC, thus P = [p1* + d1]

T

620
the entire RRC structure (outer level model). The main goal of
inner level correction is to improve the alignment between the
circuit (low-fidelity) and the EM (high-fidelity) model of the
SWRS component. The outer level correction accounts for the EM
couplings between densely packed SWRS components that
constitute the coupler. Utilisation of two SM layers significantly
simplifies the PE by reducing amount of independent design
variables that are used for correcting each model at a time.
Consequently, the cost of the design optimisation process using
LGSM can be greatly reduced compared with conventional space
mapping applied only at the level of the entire structure.
Furthermore, the surrogate model generalisation is greatly
improved compared with conventional SM.

To formulate the LGSM technique let us assume that Rf.swrs(y) is a
response of the EM model and Rc.swrs(y) denotes response of circuit
sed during the parameter extraction step
ents
els of SWRS
ions with respect to p*
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model of the SWRS component. Here, the vector y stands for the
geometry parameters of SWRS. Let Rs.swrs(y) denote the surrogate
model response of the SWRS component. It is a composition of
the low-fidelity model Rc.swrs(y) and suitable space mapping
corrections aimed at reducing discrepancy between the circuit and
EM model responses. A conceptual visualisation of the circuit, the
surrogate and the EM models of the SWRS cell is shown in
Figs. 1a–c. The space mapping surrogate Rs.swrs(y) of a SWRS
component is obtained as

Rs.swrs(y) = Rs.swrs(y, p
∗) (3)

where the vector p* denotes a set of extractable variables, that is,
additional parameters used only at the level of low-fidelity model
in order to align it with the high-fidelity representation of the
SWRS component. A vector p* is obtained during a PE procedure
by solving the following non-linear minimisation problem

p∗ = argmin
p

∑Nswrs

k=1

||Rs.swrs(y
(k), p∗)− R f .swrs(y

(k))|| (4)

where vectors y (k), (k = 1, …, Nswrs) stand for the base solutions for
the multi-point PE procedure.

The aim of multi-point parameter extraction is to ensure good
generalisation within the entire solution space of the SWRS
surrogate model rather than just in the vicinity of any specific
design y. The solutions are obtained using a star-distribution
scheme [10], where Nswrs = 2r + 1 (r is a number of independent
design variables of the SWRS component). Although the inner
layer of each SWRS is described by a much smaller number of
extractable parameters than the entire structure of RRC optimised
using conventional space mapping technique (usually, up to a few
design variables rather than a few dozen variables), it exploits a
combination of implicit SM [13], input SM [22] together with
frequency scaling [11]. For that reason, a response of a corrected
surrogate may be denoted as follows

Rs.swrs(y, p
∗) = Rc.F B · x+ c, pI

( )
(5)

where B and c are the input SM parameters (here, a diagonal matrix
B is exploited). The mapping B·x + c is an affine transformation that
modifies the coarse model domain. The entries of the matrix B and
the vector c are adjusted using (4) to reduce misalignment between
the surrogate and the high-fidelity model. Vector pI denotes a set
of implicit SM [13] parameters (we utilised substrate thickness and
permittivity of a microstrip line models) that changes the
transmission line properties. Finally, Rc.F is a frequency-scaled
low-fidelity model Rc.swrs. Assuming that Rc.swrs(x) = Rc.swrs(x;Ω),
where Ω denotes explicit dependence of the model on frequency
(e.g. a discrete frequency sweep), the frequency-scaled model is
defined as Rc.F(x), =Rc.swrs(x;Ω′), where

V′ = f0 + f1V (6)

with f0 and f1 being the frequency scaling coefficients, obtained,
together with other SM parameters through PE. Frequency scaling
is a very convenient way of reducing the frequency shifts often
present between the models of various fidelities.

Implementation of the outer level space mapping requires
preparation of a fine model Rf(x) and surrogate model Rs(x, P) of
the entire RRC structure. An outer space mapping surrogate Rs(x,
P) is a composition of interconnected inner surrogates of
individual SWRS cells

Rs(x, P) = Rs [y1; . . . ; yn], P
( )

= F Rs.swrs(y1, p
∗), . . . , Rs.swrs

(

× (yk , p
∗), . . . , Rs.swrs(yn, p

∗), P
)

(7)

where F realises a sufficient connection between SWRS components
IET Microw. Antennas Propag., 2015, Vol. 9, Iss. 7, pp. 618–626
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of a coupler and vector x is a concatenation of their parameter
vectors yk(k = 1, 2, …, n). Moreover, P = [p∗1 + d1, . . . , p

∗
k+

dk , . . . , p
∗
n + dn]

T stands for space mapping parameters at the
outer level and it is defined as a perturbation dk with respect to p∗k .
For the outer layer surrogate Rs, we only use frequency and
implicit SM. It should be emphasised that perturbations dk are
utilised only to account for couplings between densely allocated
SWRSs. Moreover, the range of dk is normally small (usually up
to 10% of p∗k ), which is sufficient because of good generalisation
of the surrogate constructed with the inner SM layer. The outer
level surrogate model at ith iteration of (2) is represented by
R(i)
s (x) = Rs(x, P

(i)), where the global SM parameters P (i) are
extracted to minimise ||Rs(x

(i), P) – Rf(x
(i))||. It should be

emphasised that in LGSM approach, only one design at the outer
space mapping layer is utilised for parameter extraction process
which is because of good alignment between SWRS surrogate
models provided by the inner layer. The models Rs(x, P) and Rf(x)
are illustrated in Figs. 1d and e, respectively. The algorithm may
be summarised as follows:

1. Construct the circuit model Rc.swrs and the EM model Rf.swrs of
each SWRS component.
2. Generate base (training) designs using a star-distribution scheme;
acquire Rf.swrs data.
3. Obtain the inner space mapping surrogate Rs.swrs of each SWRS
by performing multi-point PE of p* parameters using input SM,
implicit SM and frequency scaling.
4. Utilise prepared Rs.swrs components to construct an outer level
space mapping surrogate Rs(x, P) of the RRC.
5. Utilise SBO with implicit and frequency SM for a coupler
optimisation at the outer level model.

4 Case studies

In this section, we provide numerical verification of the LGSM
methodology introduced in Section 3. The operation and
performance of our technique is demonstrated using two examples
of compact RRC constituted by SWRS components. Both
structures are required to fulfil the following design specifications:

(i) At least 20% bandwidth defined for both isolation |S41|≤ –20 dB
and |S11|≤ –20 dB.
(ii) 3 dB coupling.
(iii) At least 80% area reduction in comparison with a conventional
rectangle-based RRC.

The operating frequency is set to 1 GHz. The couplers are
designated to operate on Taconic RF-35 dielectric substrate (εr =
3.5, tanδ = 0.0018, h = 0.762). A comparison of the LGSM
technique with benchmark methods is also provided.
4.1 Reference coupler

Let us consider a conventional rectangle-shape, equal-split RRC
[25]. A circuit is constructed using well-known even-odd mode
analysis [1]. Physical dimensions of each section of a coupler are
represented by a vector xr = [0.87 45.8]T, whereas dimensions of
the feeding ports l0 = 10, w0 = 1.7 are fixed to ensure 50 Ω input
impedance (all dimensions in mm). One should emphasise that the
design is characterised by a considerable footprint of ∼4536 mm2

(47.5 × 95.5 mm2).
4.2 Coupler I

Consider a structure of an equal-split compact RRC. The circuit is
composed of two vertical and four horizontal SWRS components
constituted by interconnection of high-impedance meander lines
and low-impedance stubs, which ensures sufficient flexibility of
design parameters, important for a circuit miniaturisation [4].
621
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Fig. 2 Coupler I

a Generalised low-fidelity modelR(1,2)
c.swrs

b Visualisation of R(1)
s.swrs with 14 extractable parameters (apart from frequency scaling)

c Geometry of R(1)
f .swrs with highlighted parameters

d Inner layer model of R(2)
s.swrs

e Geometry of R(2)
s.swrs

f Geometry of a compact coupler

Fig. 3 Coupler I: responses of the SWRS components at selected 3 of 11 base solutions utilised for multi-point parameter extraction

a Horizontal SWRS
b Vertical SWRS
Low-fidelity model R(1,2)

c.swrs response (- - - -), high-fidelity R(1,2)
f .swrs model response (——), response of local space mapping surrogate R(1,2)

s.swrs (○○○○).
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Fig. 4 Coupler I: simulated transmission characteristics of a miniaturised
RRC at the optimised design

Fig. 5 Coupler II

a Geometry
b Equivalent circuit of the horizontal SWRS
c Dimensions of the horizontal component
d Visualisation of R(1)

s.swrs with highlighted extractable parameters
e Equivalent circuit of the vertical SWRS component
f Geometry of the vertical SWRS
g Visualisation of R(2)

s.swrs with highlighted extractable parameters
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Both SWRS are represented by the following vectors parameters:
y (1) = [w11 l11 l21 l31 l41]

T, and y (2) = [w12 l12 l22 l32 l42]
T (see

Figs. 2c and e). The following lower/upper bounds l/u of each
structure dimensions are selected: l (1) = [0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2]T, u (1) =
[0.5 0.5 4 0.5 4]T, and l (2) = [0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2]T, u (2) = [0.5 1 7
0.5 7]T. The low-fidelity models R(1,2)

c.swrs of both structures are
constructed in Agilent ADS circuit simulator [26] (see Fig. 2a),
whereas high-fidelity models R(1,2)

f .swrs of SWRS are both prepared
in CST Microwave Studio [27] (∼340 000 and ∼400 000 mesh
cells, as well as 4 and 4.5 min evaluation time for R(1)

f .swrs and
R(2)

f .swrs, respectively). The inner layer surrogate model R(1)
s.swrs,

includes: 10 input space mapping (five entries of the matrix B =
diag([B1 B2 B3 B4 B5]

T) and five entries of the vector c = [c1 c2 c3
c4 c5]

T), six ISM parameters (three substrate heights and three
permittivities pI = [h1 h2 h3 ε1 ε2 ε3]

T), as well as two frequency
scaling ( f0 and f1) parameters. A star-distribution design of
experiments (cf. Section 3.3) has been utilised for generating 11
base points for extraction of the R(1)

s.swrs model parameters.
Visualisation of the SWRS model with the emphasis on its
623
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Fig. 6 Coupler II: responses of the SWRS components utilised for multi-point parameter extraction

a Horizontal SWRS at 3 of 7 selected designs
b Vertical SWRS at 3 of 11 designs
Coarse model response (- - - -), fine model response (—), response of local space mapping surrogate (○○○○)
c Simulated transmission characteristics at the optimised design
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geometrical and extractable parameters is shown in Figs. 2b and c. A
total of 18 extractable parameters (two input SM for each
independent design variable, six implicit SM and two for
frequency scaling) are also utilised for a construction of the
inner-layer surrogate model R(2)

s.swrs (see Fig. 2d ). Fig. 3 shows a
comparison of SWRS model responses before and after
multi-point PE.

The vector of coupler dimensions is x = [w11 l11 l21 l31 l41 w12 l12 l22
l32 l42]

T, whereas parameters w10 = 0.75, l10 = 4.3, l20 = 0.4 remain
fixed. Moreover, w21 = 18l11 + 21w11 and w22 = 6l12 + 7w12 (all
parameters in mm). The outer layer surrogate composed of SWRS
components (see Fig. 1e) and high-fidelity model of the structure
(Fig. 2f ) are prepared with Agilent ADS and CST Microwave
Studio (∼800 000 mesh cells and simulation time ∼75 min per
design), respectively. The initial design is x = [0.2 0.2 2.5 0.2 2.5 0.2
0.2 5.0 0.2 5.0]T. The procedure of Section 3.3 is utilised for the
design of a coupler. A set of 14 extractable parameters (12 implicit
Table 1 Coupler I (Section 4.2): optimisation cost

Model evaluations Optimisation algorithm

NSM ISM SSM Direct search

SWRS Rs.swrs 0.9 × Rf N/A N/A N/A
SWRS Rf.swrs 1.3 × Rf N/A N/A N/A
RRC low-fidelity Rs 0.3 × Rf 3.9 ×Rf 3.2 × Rf N/A
RRC high-fidelity Rf 4 16 12 286
total cost 6.5 × Rf 18.9 × Rf 15.2 ×Rf 286 × Rf

total cost, h 8.6 26.5 18.7 363.6

624
SM defined as perturbations with respect to parameters of individual
SWRS component and two frequency scaling ones) are utilised
during SBO. A vector of final dimensions: x* = [0.24 3.35 0.26 2.04
0.28 0.25 6.52 0.29 5.63 0.29]T is obtained after 4 evaluations of Rf

model. The overall footprint of miniaturised RRC is only 17 × 27.3 =
464 mm2, thus it offers a considerable miniaturisation of almost 90%
with respect to the conventional circuit of Section 4.1. Fig. 4
illustrates transmission characteristics of the miniaturised coupler.
One can observe a very slight shift of the operational frequency. The
actual obtained −20 dB bandwidth is 23.5%, which is broader than
assumed in the specifications. The lower and upper operating
frequencies are 0.915 and 1.150 GHz, respectively.

The total design optimisation cost of the structure corresponds to
6.5 Rf simulations (∼8.6 h). The cost includes 22 Rf.swrs models
evaluations (simulation time corresponding to 1.3 Rf) for the
generation of the inner space mapping layers of both SWRS
components using star-distribution scheme, four Rf simulations for
Table 2 Coupler II (Section 4.3): optimisation cost

Model evaluations Optimisation algorithm

NSM ISM SSM Direct search

SWRS Rs.swrs 0.7 × Rf N/A N/A N/A
SWRS Rf.swrs 1 ×Rf N/A N/A N/A
RRC low-fidelity Rs 0.2 × Rf 3.5 ×Rf 2.9 × Rf N/A
RRC high-fidelity Rf 4 14 11 234
total cost 5.9 × Rf 17.5 × Rf 13.9 ×Rf 234 × Rf

total cost, h 5.9 17.5 13.9 234
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model refinement after circuit optimisation, as well as the
optimisation cost of surrogate models at the inner and outer SM
layers (corresponding to about 1.2 simulations of Rf model).

4.3 Coupler II

Consider a novel structure of an equal-split RRC. The design is
based on the coupler previously described in [18]. Similarly to the
previous example, the circuit is composed of vertical and
horizontal SWRS components. Geometry of the structure and both
SWRS components with explanation of geometrical parameters is
shown in Fig. 5. Both SWRSs are represented by y (1) = [w11 l11
l41]

T (Fig. 5c), and y (2) = [w12 l22 l42 l52 l12]
T (Fig. 5f ). The

high-fidelity models R(1,2)
f .swrs of both SWRS components are

prepared in CST Microwave Studio [27] (∼400 000 mesh cells,
5 min evaluation for R(1)

f .swrs and ∼180 000, 2.5 min evaluation for
Fig. 7 Experimental verification

a Fabricated designs: Coupler I of Section 4.2 (left) and Coupler II of Section 4.3 (right); com
b Coupler I
c Coupler II

IET Microw. Antennas Propag., 2015, Vol. 9, Iss. 7, pp. 618–626
& The Institution of Engineering and Technology 2015
R(2)
f .swrs). The low fidelity models (see Figs. 5b and e) of are

prepared in Agilent ADS circuit simulator [26].
The lower/upper bounds are defined by vectors: l (1) = [0.15 0.5

0.15]T, u (1) = [0.5 3.5 0.5]T, and l (2) = [0.15 2 5 1.5 0.15]T,
u (2) = [0.5 5 8 3.5 0.5]T. A 7-point PE (cf. Section 3.3) with 14
SM parameters (six for input SM, six for implicit SM and two for
frequency scaling) is utilised in order to construct inner SM layer
of vertical SWRS component (Fig. 5d ), whereas inner layer of a
horizontal SWRS is generated using 11 base designs and 18
(Fig. 5g) SM parameters (ten for input SM, six for implicit SM
and two for frequency scaling). A general description of SM
parameters is provided in Section 4.2. A comparison between
responses of each SWRS for the chosen base solutions before and
after PE is illustrated in Figs. 6a and b.

Both Rs.swrs models have been utilised for a construction of an
outer layer surrogate model of compact RRC (see Fig. 1b). The
parison of simulated (grey line) and measured (black line) characteristics
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structure is constituted by a parameter vector x = [w11 l22 l42 l11 l41
l10]

T. Variables w12 = w11, l12 = l11, l52 = 5w11 + 6l11 + l41, w21 =
9w11 + 8l11, l21 = 3w11 + 4l11 and w22 = 3w11 + 2l11. Moreover,
upper bound for parameter l22 is set to u (2,2) = min(5; 19w11 +
18l11 + l10− l42) in order to prevent overlapping of horizontal
SWRS components.

The outer layer surrogate model is prepared in Agilent ADS circuit
simulator. The high-fidelity representation of a RRC is constructed in
CST Microwave Studio (∼600 000 mesh cells and simulation time
∼60 min per design). The initial design is: x = [0.2 3 5 0.2 2.5
0.2]T. A set of 14 extractable parameters (12 implicit SM defined
as perturbations and two frequency scaling parameters) is utilised
during SBO. Only 4 evaluations of a high-fidelity model were
needed for determination of the final coupler dimensions: x* =
[0.38 4 7 0.2 2.72 0.32]T. An optimised RRC offers 23%
bandwidth for the given operating frequency and a considerable
miniaturisation of over 90% (overall footprint is 17.4 × 25.7 =
447 mm2). Transmission characteristics of optimised design are
shown in Fig. 6c.

A total aggregated cost of design and optimisation of miniaturised
coupler corresponds to 5.9 Rf model evaluations (∼5.9 h).
Multi-point parameter extraction required 18 Rf.swrs evaluations in
total (∼1 Rf), whereas 4 Rf model simulations were needed for
optimisation of a coupler (outer space mapping layer). The cost of
surrogate models evaluations (Rs, R

(1)
s.swrs and R(2)

s.swrs) corresponds
to about 1.2 simulations of Rf model.

4.4 Comparison with benchmark surrogate-based
techniques

Computational efficiency of the proposed LGSM methodology is
compared with other competitive SBO methods including ISM
[13] and SSM [5], previously utilised for design of compact
microwave structures. The method proposed in this work clearly
outperforms all the aforementioned techniques. Moreover, a
conventional optimisation using a pattern search algorithm [28]
has been conducted for both coupler designs. The results indicate
that direct high-fidelity model optimisation is virtually impractical
for the design of miniaturised RRC structures. A comparison of
optimisation methods in terms of computational cost for Coupler I
is gathered in Table 1, whereas the design costs for Coupler II are
provided in Table 2.
5 Experimental validation

Optimised designs of the couplers considered in Section 4 have been
manufactured in order to carry out experimental verification of the
proposed optimisation technique. Broadband transmission
characteristics of the couplers have been then measured and
compared against simulation results.

A photograph of the fabricated circuits and comparison of their
transmission characteristics is shown in Fig. 7. Experimental results
exhibit very good agreement with the simulations. Moreover,
attenuation of harmonic frequencies for both circuits is observed.
This phenomenon is introduced by the low-pass filter properties of
the SWRS components that constitute miniaturised couplers [3].
6 Conclusion

In this work, a LSGM methodology for fast design of compact
microwave couplers is presented. The design technique is based on
a decomposition of a conventional coupler and substitution of its
transmission line sections with their corresponding SWRS
components. The advantage of LGSM technique lies in utilisation
of a globally accurate surrogate model, which allows for a
substantial design cost reduction. The proposed method has been
validated using two exemplary compact RRC structures resulting
in optimisation speedup by a factor of 2.75 to 71.5 compared with
other state-of-the-art SBO techniques. Good alignment between
626
simulated and measured results demonstrates the correctness of the
LGSM technique. Our future research will focus on extension of
the technique towards complete automation of the design
optimisation process.
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